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ABSTRACT

J. Gordon Davis's article "Keeping Project Costs in Line"
(Machine Design, December 1976) stated that managers who
keep track of a project by analyzing cost reports are behind
what is actually occurring on the site. Davis suggests the
use of projected completion costs to analyze the project's
cost control. He states that this method will better serve
the project managers and allow them to respond to problem
areas before they escalate. This paper will analyze Davis's
approach through the use of simulation to determine if this
method is reasonable in the construction industry.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROBLEM AND PURPOSE

bIn 1976 Gordon J. Davis wrote an article in Machine Design

which described a method to predict project completion costs.

Davis established a spreadsheet with accompanying chart that

showed the relationship between the estimated cost at completion

(ECAC) with the spreadsheet generated predicted cost at

completion.(PCAC). This method was to be used by project

engineers to identify cost control problems in a project. Davis

stated in his article that by analyzing periodic cost reports,

the manager is at a disadvantage in that the reports are always

lagging behind the actual progress of the project. His entire

premise is that a new method must be instituted so that future

costs can be forecasted and efforts undertaken prior to the

escalation of a negative situation. /'bJ',' * /"'. .
.. , . .

The goal of this research project is to determine if Davis's

method is reasonable. A reasonable cost control method would be

evaluated on practicality, usefulness, ease of use, and

manipulation and customization of the method. In addition to the

practicality of this method, the method is also compared to other
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current forecasting methods. The method is then reviewed to

determine what changes are necessary to customize the spreadsheet

to a users various requirements.

1.2 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

The objective of this research paper is to determine the

usefulness of Davis's worksheet formula in construction projects.

First an analysis of Davis's worksheet and chart is presented

then the basic equations of the spreadsheet are determined. This

report subsequently conducts a sensitivity analysis to observe

the results of the spreadsheet given different conditions.

Finally the spreadsheet and the sensitivity analysis are compared

to determine if the spreadsheet can be improved.

1.3 REPORT FORMAT

This report begins with a detailed introduction to the

problem and states the purpose for this report. Next, a

comprehensive collection of currently used trend and forecasting

methods are presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 is the main focus

of the research project and provides an explanation of the

spreadsheet, sensitivity analysis of the spreadsheet and finally

several different ways to improve the spreadsheet. Chapter 4

summarizes the results of the research and Chapter 5 provides

2



recommendations for the use of the spreadsheet and also suggests

follow on research. Finally the report is concluded in Chapter

6.

1.4 STUDY METHODOLOGY

As can be seen in Figure 1.1, the study of Davis's

predicated cost completion method begins with an analysis of the

spreadsheet and chart. The spreadsheet columns are analyzed

individually and then the formulas that are used within the

spreadsheet are determined. A sensitivity analysis of the

spreadsheet is performed to show the reaction of the predicted

cost at completion (PCAC) when given the estimated cost at

completion (ECAC). When reviewing these charts if must be

understood that the ECAC is the best possible estimated cost at

completion that the project manager can estimated after reviewing

all available information. The PCAC is the predicted completion

cost at completion provided with the assistance of Davis's

spreadsheet.

Finally the sensitivity analysis and the formulas are

compared to develop an improved spreadsheet.

3



THE PROBLEM:
ANALYZE THE SPREADSHEET

REVIEW AND DESCRIBE
THE SPREADSHEET

BREAKDOWN AND

ANALYZE EACH COLUMN

IESTABLISH THE EQUATION
USED IN THE SPREADSHEET

I PERFORM A SENSITIVITY

ANALYSIS

IMPROVE THE EQUATION

Figure 1.1 - Study Methodology
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CHAPTER II CURRENT FORECASTING SYSTEMS

In a typical construction project, the company cost

estimator develops an estimate which reflects all costs that are

required to complete a specific project. These costs are usually

broken down into specific cost categories which ease in the

development and periodic monitoring of the project. The

development of the estimate or budget is produced by a

knowledgeable and experienced estimator. The budget is

continuously reviewed to ensure accuracy and to minimize

omissions. This estimate is extremely important, the company

profit margin and ultimately it's life expectancy rests in the

hands of the estimating staff. If the estimate is too low, large

cost overruns might occur, if the estimate is too high, the

company will lose business in the competitiveness of the

construction industry.

Throughout the construction of the project, the project

manager periodically reviews costs incurred and compares this

data to the budget. Frequent monitoring of these costs are

essential to control expenditures and insure that costs do not

overrun the budget. This process of continuously monitoring,

managing, reacting to variances and forecasting is termed cost

control.

Every project manager has a strong incentive to monitor

5



costs on the project. The company profit is directly related to

how well the estimated budget was developed and the manner in

which the expenditures were managed.

In this chapter, several different forecasting methods are

presented. These methods are presented so that a comparison can

be made between what is currently being used in the industry and

what Davis's formula represents.

6
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2.1 UNDERLYING THEORIES OF FORECASTING

0

In the past, cost reporting and control was performed by the

on site field superintendent who also performed the forecasting

of future costs. This function is now in the hands of the

project manager due to the complexity and importance of cost

control.

* Forecasting is the process of predicting the future by using

the analysis of all available data trends to ultimately calculate

the final results required. In the construction industry this

* ultimately results in determining the final construction cost of

the project through the analysis of past trends, experience, and

any and all available data.

Forecasting in the construction industry can be broken into

three separate theories, they are:

1. The performance of the construction project over the

balance of the project will follow the estimate/budget.

Therefore the projects overruns or underruns will remain the same

for the rest of the project as stated on the report date. For

example, if the project is currently at 35% with a cost overrun

of $3,000, this forecasting theory states that the remaining 65%

of the project will not have any variances, that is no additional

cost overruns or underruns and therefore the completion cost will

have an overrun of $3,000.

7



2. The performance of the construction project over the

balance of the project will follow the overall past performance

prior to the report date. For example, consider construction of

a highway with a budget unit cost of $25,000 per mile, 12 mile

project, for a total budget of $300,000. The current report

shows 5 miles complete at a cost of $100,000, which is an average

unit cost of $100,000/5 = $20,000 per mile. Therefore the

forecasted completion cost of this project would by ($20,000 * 7

miles) + $100,000 = $240,000, a total cost underrun of $60,000.

3. The performance of the balance of the project is

determined by the analysis of the productivity levels at the time

of the report. Using the example in item 2 above, say the last

mile completed, mile 5, cost $19,000 to construct. The

forecasted completion cost of the project would then be ($19,000

* 7) + $100,000 = $233,000, an underrun of $67,000.

8
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2.2 METHODS OF FORECASTING

Forecasting methods require a detailed cost summary produced

periodically. These cost reports are usually produced on a

monthly basis with each work item is broken down into a separate

cost category for the purpose of recording and analyzing. Cost

codes are frequently used and some companies have customized

these codes to their specific requirements.

The monthly updates are a detailed accumulation of actual

costs incurred as of the report date. These costs are then

categorized into the specific cost codes and reported through a

computer system.

The methods described in this section are a representation

of currently used methods throughout the construction industry.

Some of these methods have limited uses, some of the methods can

be used in combination with other methods and others are

customarily used by themselves. The optimum combination of the

methods must be customized to the individual company

requirements. But even with the best combination of the methods,

the ultimate producer of the forecasted figure must apply

experience and common sense to the final results. It should also

be noted that many forecasting methods are not used until 20 to

25% of the project is completed (Bessa, 1983).

A. VARIANCE ANALYSIS

Variance analysis is the simple process of comparing the

9



current performance with the expected performance. Typical items

• compared are:

1. Budget Cost vs Actual Cost

2. Budget Unit Cost vs Actual Unit Cost

3. Budget Manhours vs Actual Manhours

4. Budget % Complete vs Actual % Complete

This method is not meant to be used by itself but other

contributing factors must be analyzed as well to obtain the whole

picture. This method highlights cost categories that are not

performing or are performing better than anticipated. To use

this method, contributing factors such as the following must be

scrutinized to affirm that there is trouble:

1. Poor initial estimate

2. Technical difficulties

3. Unexpected labor or material costs

4. Differing labor efficiencies.

Forecasting is easily computed using any of the three theories

above with the available cost data. Examples are provided in the

previous subchapter and in Table 2.1 - Variance Analysis.

Drition Expenditures Adjustments Costs to Date Estifmte to Comolete
code To Date Ad.Amt. Quant. unit Amount -Quant. unit____ode_____ ToDateC AdutB _____ _ _________

,o fAM/ .zizz.R -- I-- eo .wc5

•Forecast of ,?Ina:; Cost Orixinal Est Lmte Amo)unt
Amount Quant. Unit Amount Quant. Unit Over Under

M - Sb_ 4_ O 10_

Table 2.1 - Variance Analysis
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B. PRODUCTIVITY PROFILES

Experience shows that productivity does not remain constant

throughout the term of a project but follows well established

curves and patterns called productivity profiles. The typical

curve begins with poor productivity rates and then increases to

reach a maximum at the 30% to 80% range before tapering off to

final completion. This slow start is sometimes called the

learning curve of the process in that workers take time to

organize and orientate themselves prior to becoming effective.

The final 20 - 30% of the project is also a time of weak

productivity as crew composition changes, rework and cleanup take

an increased priority.

In the analysis of direct labor, the productivity profile is

one of the better methods of trend analysis and forecasting

available. The profile is a graphical representation of the

productivity rate vs the % physical completion, Figure 2.1 -

Productivity Profile. Productivity is defined as the Budget Unit

Rate divided by the Actual Unit Rate.
% IWdatod NAduours Usd

Theoretical 9.7 18.2 26.3 35.4 ".6 54.5 64.2 74.8 86.5 100

Actual 10.4 18.1 28.3

1201.12 CALIBRATION CURVE* 1.2

1.1
- 1.0

O.9 ACTUA

0.8

0.7

0.6

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 10 80 90 100

Phyical Completion (%)

Figure 2.1 - Productivity Profile (Clark & Lorenzo, 1985)
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Forecasting in this method involves the interpolation of the

* productivity profile with the latest cost report. The method

begins with the comparison of the actual productivity rate and

the estimated productivity rate. The difference is used to

calculate the forecasted final productivity rate. For example,

suppose the estimated productivity rate is 1.12 and the actual is

1.06 the difference being 0.06. The % difference of the rates is

0.06/1.12 = 5.4%. The final productivity rate would be 1.0-0.054

= 0.946. Predicted manhours for the entire cost code would be

50,000/0.946 = 52,854 manhours.

C. MANPOWER PERFORMANCE FACTOR

The manpower performance factor is a method of forecasting

which relies on the theory that the future performance of a

project can be measured by the average past performance of the

project. The manpower performance factor is defined as (Riggs,

1987):

ESTIMATED MANHOURS TOTAL-TO-DATE QUANTITY* MPF = _ _ _ _ _ __ * _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ESTIMATED QUANTITY TOTAL-TO-DATE MANHOURS

The manpower performance factor is the same as the Cost

Performance Index which is defined as:

EARNED MANHOURS OR DOLLARS
CPI =

ACTUAL MANHOURS OR DOLLARS

12



where,

• ESTIMATED MANHOURS

EARNED VALUE = * ACTUAL QUANTITY
ESTIMATED QUANTITY

The MPF factor is simply a ratio between the estimated rate of

production and the actual rate of production. The estimated

manhours to complete the project is therefore the MANPOWER

PERFORMANCE FACTOR multiplied by the remaining quantity. The

total projected manhours to complete the project would therefore

be the total of the estimated manhours to complete plus the

manhours to date. Projected cost of the activity would then be

the estimated manhours to complete the task multiplied by the

actual cost per manhour added to the cost incurred to date.

An example of this technique is described below (Riggs,

1987):

GIVEN: 1. ESTIMATE:
Quantity: 4,000
Manhours: 3,080
Cost: $29,280

2. TOTAL TO DATE:
Quantity: 3,990
Manhours: 3,112
Cost: $29,875

MPF= 3080/4000 * (3990/3112) = 0.99

ESTIMATED MANHOURS TO COMPLETE = MPF * REMAINING QUANTITY
= 0.99(4200-3990)
= 208 MANHOURS

PROJECTED MANHOURS = ESTIMATED MANHOURS TO COMPLETE * MANHOURS TO
DATE

= 208 + 3112
= 3320 MANHOURS

13
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ESTIMATED COST TO COMPLETE - ESTIMATED MANHOURS TO COMPLETE *
ACTUAL $/MANHOURS

= 208 MANHOURS (9.60)
= $1,997

PROJECTED COST = ESTIMATED COST TO COMPLETE + COST TO DATE
= $1,997 + 29,875
= $31,872

D. COST PERFORMANCE INDEX

This method is similar to the manpower performance index but

instead of using manpower productivity ratios this method

utilizes the cost index. This method compares the differences

between the estimated cost of the activity and the actual cost of

the activity, this ratio is then applied to the remaining portion

of the contract to determine the forecasted completion cost. For

example (Riggs, 1987):

BUDGET COST TO DATE: 7650

ACTUAL COST TO DATE: 8370

TOTAL BUDGET COST: 21,000

CPI = BUDGET COST / ACTUAL COST = 7650 / 8370

= 0.914 < 1.0 therefore unfavorable

BUDGET COST OF REMAINING WORK = 21,000 - 7,650 13,350

ESTIMATE TO COMPLETE = 13,350 / 0.914 $14,606

FORECAST AMOUNT = 8370 + 14606 = $22,976

14



E. TREND CURVES

Trend curves are curves plotted with the horizontal axis as

percent complete and the vertical axis of manhours, cost or other

productivity factors, Figure 2.2 - Trend Curve. It should be

noted that this graph can be plotted directly from the

productivity profile. By plotting dates with the percent

complete the schedule can be integrated into the cost reporting

aspect and a comparison can easily be made.

Forecasting with the trend curve is best described by the

use of an example (Riggs, 1987):

1. ACTUAL MANHOURS COMPLETED: 43,000

2. LESS THEORETICAL MANHOURS

AT 30% COMPLETE, (from the calibration curve) 40,700

3. OVERRUN MANHOURS 2,300

4. % OVERRUN = (2,300/40,700)*100 5.7%

5. TOTAL ADJUSTED MANHOURS 120,000

6. OVERRUN MANHOURS = 0.057(120,000) 6,800

This method assumes that there is no action taken to correct the

problem and that the problem continues to compound at the rate

calculated. A second assumption is that the manhours will remain

a constant percentage relationship with the calibration curve.

15
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Figure 2.2 -Trend Curve (Riggs, 1987)
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CHAPTER III SPREADSHEET ANALYSIS

Davis's article as shown in Appendix A describes a

completion cost worksheet. This worksheet requires several

inputs including the estimated cost of completion (ECAC), and

determines the predicted cost of completion (PCAC). This chapter

reviews the formation and column breakdown of the worksheet, the

inputs of the spreadsheet, the formula used to calculate the

spreadsheet and finally the results of the spreadsheet. With an

understanding of the spreadsheet different scenarios were

developed to analyze the cause and effects of several situations.

From these scenarios the sensitivity of the worksheet is analyzed

and finally several improvements are recommended.

3.1 SPREADSHEET DESCRIPTION AND COLUMN BREAKDOWN

Figure 3.1 and 3.2 show the worksheet and the graphical

representation of the results, called the Worksheet Chart. The

top portion of the worksheet is set aside as the title. The

worksheet consists of 12 numbered columns that are labeled on the

top of each column. A title of each column and the formula for

the column is also stated above the numerical data. Reference

columns at the beginning and end of the worksheet are used for

17
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reference of the specific rows.

The chart shown in Figure 3.2 is a graphical representation

of the two curves, the ECAC and the PCAC. The horizontal axis

represents the update interval, usually in months. The vertical

axis represents the completion costs. With every chart provided

in the report, both a title and chart key are added.

The most important columns of this worksheet are the input

column number 6, the ESTIMATE COST AT COMPLETION (ECAC) and the

resulting PREDICTED COST AT COMPLETION (PCAC) column 12.

The following is a column by column breakdown and

description of the spreadsheet:

INITIATION OF THE WORKSHEET

TITLE: this space is provided to input the title of the

construction project and any pertinent comments.

ORIGINAL COST: the original estimated cost at completion is

inputed into this worksheet block.

REPORT NUMBER

Prior to column one, the worksheet presents a column showing

the report number. In the analysis of this worksheet these

updates are stated in monthly intervals. However the

updates may be in any interval as long as the unit of the

interval is consistent.

20



COLUMN 1: REPORT DATE

This column is a restatement of the previous column. The

value of this column is used later in the spreadsheet, the

word "REPORT" is therefore eliminated in order for the value

to be used in the spreadsheet program. Similar to the first

column this column shows the report date as a monthly

update.

COLUMN 2: PREVIOUS REPORT DATE (INPUT)

This column simply states the last report date and is

inputed as the number of the last report date.

COLUMN 3: UPDATE INTERVAL

The update interval is the difference between the first

column and the second column. This shows the amount of time

that the updating of this spreadsheet has lapsed.

COLUMN 4: PROJECTED COMPLETION DATE (INPUT)

This value is inputed into the spreadsheet as the estimated

time to compete the project. Note that this value is part

of the periodic updating of the spreadsheet. This value

represents the total duration of the project, not the

remaining completion time.

21



COLUMN 5: REMAINING TIME TO COMPLETE

This column is automatically calculated by subtracting

COLUMN 1: REPORT DATE by COLUMN 5: PROJECTED COMPLETION

DATE.

COLUMN 6: ESTIMATED COST AT COMPLETION (INPUT) (ECAC)

This input value is the most up-to-date completion cost

estimate of the project. Usually a project manager uses a

combination of the methods described in the previous chapter

to determine this value.

COLUMN 7: ESTIMATED COST OVERRUN

Column 7 represents the estimated cost overrun for the given

interval. This calculation is simply the difference between

COLUMN 6: ESTIMATED COST AT COMPLETION and the ORIGINAL COST

as imputed during the initiation phase of the setup.

COLUMN 8: CALCULATIONS

This calculation consists of multiplying the product of

COLUMN 3: UPDATE INTERVAL and COLUMN 7: ESTIMATED COST

OVERRUN by a factor of 2.

22



The reasons why the factor of 2 is applied is not apparent,

in the sensitivity analysis section of this chapter this

factor is discussed.

COLUMN 9: CALCULATIONS

This column is the summation of the previous column to the

point of the update. For example, if the report date is

number 5, then the value of this column would be the

summation of the first five entries of COLUMN 8.

COLUMN 10: COST SLOPE

The cost slope is derived by dividing COLUMN 9 by the square

of COLUMN 1: REPORT DATE. As can be seen from the graphical

representation of this spreadsheet, the cost slope is the

slope of this line between the two update intervals.

Without the square root of the denominator this equation is

basically the average of the interval cost overruns.

In Chapter 3.4 Sensitivity of the Worksheet, a discussion of

why the denominator is squared is provided.

COLUMN 11: PREDICTED ADDITIONAL OVERRUN

This value is calculated by multiplying COLUMN 5: REMAINING

23



TIME TO COMPLETE by COLUMN 10: COST SLOPE.

COLUMN 12: PREDICTED COST AT COMPLETION (PCAC)

The final column represents the results of this spreadsheet

and is calculated by the addition of COLUMN 6: ESTIMATED

COST AT COMPLETION and COLUMN 11: PREDICTED ADDITIONAL

OVERRUN.

24



3.2 THE FORMULA

The formula used in the spreadsheet can easily be broken

down into two equations. These equations are:

PREDICTED COST = ECAC + REMAINING TIME COST
AT COMPLETION TO COMPLETE SLOPE

COST 2(UPDATE INTERVAL)(INTERVAL ESTIMATE COST OVERRUN)
SLOPE (REPORT DATE)^2

Two most important factors in these formulas are:

1. the square of the report date in the denominator of the

cost slope, and

2. the factor of 2 in the numerator of the cost slope.

Both of these factors will be discussed in detail during the

worksheet sensitivity and worksheet improvement sections of this

chapter.

25



3.3 SIMULATED RESULTS OF TYPICAL SITUATIONS

To gain a better understanding of the spreadsheet and

equations, several different scenarios were developed to show the

cause and effect of the way in which the spreadsheet functions.

The parameters of these simulations were held constant to enable

comparisons of the different situations. The parameters for this

simulation consisted of the following:

1. The time frame is held constant at 10 months.

2. The original cost is 20.

3. All changes in the ECAC deviated from the original 20.

4. Every worksheet was updated constantly and no reports

were omitted.

All of the spreadsheet results are shown graphically on

the accompanying chart. The graphing of the results allows the

analysis of the different trends presented between the ECAC and

the PCAC. In the graphs the horizontal scale represents the

periodic intervals, in most cases this is on a monthly basis.

The vertical scale represents the costs of the completed project.

The two lines within the graph represent COLUMN 6: ESTIMATED COST

AT COMPLETION referred to as the ECAC and COLUMN 12: PREDICTED

COST AT COMPLETION referred to as the PCAC.

A. ORIGINAL SPIKE WITH FOLLOWING CONSISTENT ESTIMATES

1. INCREASE IN ESTIMATE: Figure 3.3 - Original Spike with

26



Consistent Following Estimates. This scenario was developed

by changing an early ECAC at 20% and continuing this

estimate for the remainder of the project. This would be

similar to a project manager finding a problem in his

estimate at an early date and then continuing with the

revised estimate for the remainder of the project. In this

simulation, the ECAC for the second interval increased 25%

but the PCAC increased 125% over the initial estimated cost,

from 20 to 45.

2. DECREASE IN ESTIMATE: Figure 3.4 - Initial Spike with

Consistent following Estimates. This plot was developed the

same way the above "spike plot" was simulated. This plot is

completely unreasonable in that the PCAC drops below zero,

in other words, the predicted cost at completion of this

project is zero. This plot shows one of the major flaws in

Davis's premise, a PCAC less than zero.

B. STEADILY CHANGING ESTIMATE

1. DECREASING: Figure 3.6 - Steadily Increasing Estimate

The ECAC was steadily decreased at a straight line rate of

5% of the original cost estimate. The PCAC as plotted shows

a drastic drop in the first interval and then differences

between the ECAC and the PCAC in subsequent intervals are
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not as drastic. This affect is also referred to the

convergence to the PCAC curve to the ECAC as the update

intervals approach the completion of the project. This

would indicate that changes in the ECAC at an early date in

the project are more critical then in the late stages of the

project.

2. INCREASING - This plot is similar to the preceding plot

except the steady changes in the ECAC are increasing. Again

the profile of a large deviation at the beginning is slowly

minimized by the typical convergence of the PCAC to the ECAC

towards the end of the project.

C. THE DOUBLE SPIKE

Figure 3.7 - Double Spike in the ECAC of Equal Magnitude

details two jumps in the ECAC of equal magnitude at different

times in the progress of the project. These jumps produce

different results. The first jump in the ECAC of 25% (25/20)

resulted in an increase of the PCAC by 64% (32.78/20) whereas the

second jump increased the PCAC by only 24% (26.22/21.11). The

differences between the ECAC in the first jump was 32.78 - 25 =

7.78 or 31% of the ECAC in the second jump the difference was

26.22 - 25 = 1.22 or 5% of the ECAC. This difference of 31%

towards the beginning of the project and the 5% difference at the

end of the project is also a factor of the convergence trait of
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this spreadsheet formula.

D. INCREASE SPIKE AND THEN A DECREASE SPIKE

Figure 3.8 - Double Spoke int he ECAC, One Increase and One

Decrease shows the behavior of the PCAC curve due to two jumps in

the ECAC. The first jump is similar to the first jump in the

preceding simulation but the second jump is the same magnitude

however opposite directions. Note that the two curves (ECAC and

the PCAC) converge at the second jump and continue with identical

values throughout the remainder of the project.
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3.4 SENSITIVITY OF THE WORKSHEET

The formula used in the worksheet is described in subpart

3.2. The two most easily manipulated factors of the worksheet,

without changing the integrity of the worksheet, are found in

columns 8 and 10. Both of the factors are described below.

COLUMN 8: Column 8 is a calculation column, it multiplies

the product of the update interval by the estimated cost

overrun by a factor of 2. This factor of 2 is interesting

in that it increases the cost overrun which is later

compounded and then averaged to determine the predicted cost

at completion, PCAC. If this factor is reduced, the PCAC is

reduced. This can be seen by reviewing Figure 3.8 -

Sensitivity Analysis, Column 8 Factor Set at 1.0. By

reducing the factor in Column 8, from 2 to 1 the PCAC is

reduced. This is shown by comparing the Altered PCAC Column

8 factor of 1 to the original PCAC, Column 8 factor of 2.

When the factor was increased, from 2 to 3, the PCAC

increased, Figure 3.9 - Sensitivity Analysis, Column 8

Factor Set at 3.0. This is shown graphically by comparing

the Altered PCAC, Column 8 factor set at 3 and the original

PCAC, Column 8 factor set at 2.0.
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COLUMN 10: Column 10 calculates the cost slope by dividing

the sum of the estimated cost overruns by the report date

squared. The factor to be considered in this column is the

square of the report date. If the report date is raised to

a power greater than two, the PCAC will be reduced further.

If the report date is raised to a power less than two the

PCAC will increase. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the change

in the PCAC when the report date is raised to the power of 4

and when the report date factor is not raised to any factor.

Figure 3.13 - Sensitivity Analysis - Cost Slope Factor

Analysis shows a one time increase in the ECAC with

consistent ECAC's following. This figure shows that with a

Cost Slope factor of 1, the profile of the Altered PCAC arcs

shortly after the increase in the ECAC therefore continuing

the amplification scare factor for 3 additional reports

after the ECAC has increased.
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Table 3.1 - Results of the Sensitivity Analysis tabulates

the results of the Sensitivity charts and worksheets. For each

different change in the worksheet a row is provided showing the

percent change in the ECAC, percent change in the PCAC and the

percent change in the Altered PCAC. For each item the percent

change in the ECAC and the PCAC are kept constant therefore a

comparison can be make to the Altered PCAC. The 30% and the 70%

project completion status is also shown for each change in the

different sensitivity analysis charts.

By reviewing this table, it can be noted that changes at the

30% level of completion can easily be manipulated to change the

amplification factor. For example, be changing the Column 8

factor from 1 to 3 the amplification factor increased from 75 to

175%. The lowest amplification factor is 50% at the 30% complete

time period for the Cost Slope Power equal to 4.0.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS

CHANGE IN THE FORMULA P CHANGE % CHANGE % CHANGE IN THE
IN THE ECAC IN THE PCAC ALTERNATE PCAC

PERCENT COMPLETE 30 X 70X 30X 70X 302 70X

COLUMN 8, FACTOR - 1.0 25X 25X 125X 23X 75X 24%

COLUMN 8, FACTOR - 3.0 25 25X 125X 23X 175X 23X

COST SLOPE, POWER - 1.0 252 252 125X 232 2252 28%

COST SLOPE, POWER - 4.0 25% 25X 125X 232 502 252

Table 3.1 - Results of the Sensitivity Analysis
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Several deductions can be made by analyzing the sensitivity

analysis:

1. It is easy to manipulate this worksheet.

2. Davis's intention was to have a large amplification

factor, which would shock the project manager into action.

3. Very small changes at the 70% level compared to changeL.

at the 30% level. This is called the convergence of the

PCAC to the ECAC. Davis is stating that the estimate

"busts" at the beginning of the project are more critical

that the same estimate "busts" towards the end of the

project.

06
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3.5 IMPROVING THE SPREADSHEET

The two problems raised so far in the analysis of the

spreadsheet is that the amplification factor is too large and

that the convergence of the PCAC and the ECAC is not fast enough.

Since we have determined that the worksheet is easily manipulated

by changing the two factors in columns 8 and 10 as discussed

earlier, we can now improve the spreadsheet with the ultimate

goal of reducing the amplification factor and increasing the

convergence.

To reduce the amplification factor the Column 8 factor is

held constant and Column 10 factor is increased to 3.0. It

should be noted that the amplification factor can also be

decreased by simply reducing the Column 8 factor, but this

solution would do little to increase the convergence of the PCAC

to the ECAC. Therefore the ultimate solution that would solve

both of the improvement parameters is to increase the Cost Slope

factor to 3.0. These results can be seen by reviewing Figure

3.14 - Improvement Analysis. This chart shows the difference

between the two options detailed below:

Alternative A: Cost Slope Set at 3.0 and the Column 8 Factor

set at 2.0.

Alternative B: Cost Slope Set at 3.0 and the Column 8 Factor

set at 3.0.

It would seem that Alternative B is the optimum solution due to

the large scare factor but with an accelerated convergence.
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Other factors to consider in improving the worksheet are the

following items:

1. ECAC reduction so large that PCAC becomes negative.

There are several ways in which thus situation can be corrected:

a. Program spreadsheet to decrease the PCAC only by a

fraction of the normal amplification factor. Therefore

have two methods one of increases in the ECAC and a

less drastic method for decreases in the ECAC.

b. A much more simpler method would be to decrease the

amplification factor, but by doing this the original

intent of Davis's spreadsheet is lost.

2. Begin method at the 20 to 255 work in place stage. In

Chapter 2 several current methods of forecasting were introduced.

In the majority of theses cases the project managers did not

begin using the method until the 20 to 25% work in place stage of

the project. This method should also be used in the same manner,

if used prior to the 25% complete stage the amplification factor

is largest and might be neglected by the project manager.
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3.6 MACRO PROGRAM FOR EXCEL

A macro program was developed on an IBM Excel Spreadsheet.

This macro was developed in conjunction with this research to aid

the novice user of this forecasting method in the use of the

spreadsheet and chart. The macro utilizes the customization

assets of the Excel Spreadsheet to form interactive programmable

boxes to guide the user throughout the initiation, periodic

updating and printing of the results. The macro program is

detailed in Appendix D.
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CHAPTER IV RESULTS

In Chapter III a detailed analysis of Davis's spreadsheet

was presented. Several different scenarios were discussed as

well as a detailed sensitivity analysis. The different results

as discussed in the last chapter are summarized below:

1. The spreadsheet is easy to learn, use and modify.

2. The different scenarios used to analyze the spreadsheet

all showed the special convergence feature of this process. The

convergence of the ECAC to the PCAC reflects the idea that

changes in the ECAC in the beginning of the project are more

critical than the same changes at the end of the project.

3. The different scenarios also showed the amplification

factor of this process, this amplification factor is defined as

the difference between the ECAC and the PCAC. This factor is

extremely noticeable in the beginning of the project and is

rt-auced as the project progresses. Amplification factors of 180%

are common in the beginning whereas they reduce to 0 at the

completion of the project.

4. The macro developed in the research is extremely easy to

use and can be given to a novice computer user to initiate the

spreadsheet and to provide periodic updates as well as reports.

5. The basic theory behind this spreadsheet is that changes

in the ECAC will be continuous throughout the remainder of the
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contract. These changes therefore should be calculated and then

multiplied by the remaining portion of the contract to determine

the PCAC.

6. The spreadsheet does not function when faced with an ECAC

that shows large decreases, the PCAC due to the amplification

facto will reflect negative values.

7. Additional modification of the spreadsheet increases the

complexity and will require additional programming of the

equations. This increase in complexity will be difficult to

learn for the novice computer user and will decrease the user-

friendliness of the current spreadsheet.
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CHAPTER V RECOMMENDATIONS

From the results section of this report several

recommendations can be provided in the use of this worksheet.

First, the spreadsheet should be customized to the individual

company's requirements. The amplification factor should be

analyzed and the factor should be discussed and agreed upon prior

to using the spreadsheet. Along with the amplification factor

other customizing factors should be considered including the cost

slope and whether to include several different PCAC's on the

chart.

This spreadsheet should not be used alone in determining

courses of action due to cost overruns. This process is only

used to identify that a problem exists, it does not identify the

location of the problem. Other methods discussed in Chapter 2

should be used in addition to this process to determine the

location and the extent of the problems.

Future research in this area should include the combination

of the methods described in Chapter 2 and this method and then

programming this combination with the cost accounting of the

project to derive a final predicted completion cost which can

identify problem loc&4n and extent. The references provided in

the Reference section of this paper will aid any new research.
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CHAPTER VI CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of this research paper was to analyze

Davis's spreadsheet and chart to determine if this method of

forecasting was reasonable and practical in the construction

industry. Several currently used forecasting methods were

discussed so that a comparison of Davis's method could be made.

The equation and spreadsheet were discussed in detail and then a

sensitivity analysis was performed on the spreadsheet and chart

to determine the cause and affect of different scenarios.

After the analysis of the simulation, several factors were

identified in the spreadsheet that required changes. One of

these changes was the amplification factor which is identified as

the difference between the ECAC and the PCAC. Another change

suggested was that the converfence of th ePCAC to the ECAC by

accelerated. Both of these factors were combined to improve the

function of the spreadsheet and make the spreadsheet more

practical.

In the results section of this paper several items were

discussed including the ease of use of this particular

forecasting method. Another advantage of this method is that it

is easy to manipulate and therefore a project manager can easily

change the equations within the spreadsheet so that the results

can better show the trend of the project to date.
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Another major problem of this spreadsheet is that the

amplification factor is to large. This factor, if used too often

can be a detriment to the project manager. If every little

change in the ECAC produced a large change in the PCAC, the

manager is more likely to look upon the PCAC as just another

annoying factor of his job and will eventually ignore the warning

signs. One way to reduce this problem is to limit the use of the

forecast method to the last 80% of the project life, the

amplification factor gets smaller as the project progresses.

The convergence of the PCAC into the ECAC curve is an

interesting aspect of this forecasting method. This convergence

aspect shows that differentials early in the project's progress

are more important that the same differentials in the later

phases of the project. This part of Davis's equation is

realistic, an estimate that has large cost differences in the

beginning of the project is more likely to have additional cost

differences throughout the term of the project thus compounding

the problem.

The underlying theory of this forecasting method is that a

predicted cost at completion can be determined by analyzing

differentials in the estimated cost at completion during specific

times in the process of the project. This theory would be

extremely hard to sell to any construction manager. Variance

analysis of cost codes provide the same information without

enlarging the variance due to the time of the estimate. The

spreadsheet as presented is unreasonable and should never by used
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as a sole source of forecasting.

The formula used in conjunction with other methods however

could be a valuable tool in alerting managers to future problems.

Other methods such as variance analysis, productivity curves and

the managers experience could all be used together to establish

an effective forecasting method.
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COST TREND CHART WORKSHEET

OPERATION MANUAL

INTRODUCT±ON

In 1976 Gordon Davis developed a Cost Trend Chart and
Worksheet that would calculate the Predicted Cost at
Completion (PCAC) when provided with periodic updates of the
Estimated Cost at Completion (ECAC). This worksheet
computes the difference between the Estimated Completion
Cost (ECAC) inputed for the current period and the input for
the previous period. This difference is then multiplied by
the number of remaining periods in the project to determine
the Predicted Completion Cost (PCAC). Caution must
excercised in the use of this spreadsheet and chart, other
methods of trend analysis and forecasting must be utilized
to formulate the final completion costs. This equation
tends to yield early results that some may consider rather
large completion costs due to minor differences in the
estimated cost at completion.

The spreadsheet and chart are provided in the next few
pages. The spreadsheet is rather easy to intiate, first the
title and original estimated cost are inputed at the
beginning. Periodic updates only require that the update
number, projected completion date, and the estiamted cost at
completion be inputed. The final result is then
automatically calculated through the equations and listed in
Column 12, the predicted cost at completion

The chart is simply the graphical representation of the ECAC
compared to the PCAC. The horizontal axis is the Cost
Report Date and the vertical axis is the completion cost.
The input and the result is plotted for the purpose of
comparing the ECAC to the PCAC.

SPREADSHEET EXPLANATION

The following is a column by column breakdown and

description of the spreadsheet:

A. INITIATION OF THE WORKSHEET

1. TITLE: this space is provided to input the title of the
construction project and any pertinent comments.

2. ORIGINAL COST: the original estimated cost at

0I



completion is imputed into this

worksheet block.

B. DESCRIPTION OF THE COLUMNS

REPORT NUMBER
Prior to column one, the worksheet presents a column showing
the report number. In the analysis of this worksheet these
updates are stated in monthly intervals. However the
updates may be in any interval as long as the unit of the
interval is consistent.

COLUMN 1: REPORT DATE
This column is a restatement of the previous column. The
value of this column is used later in the spreadsheet, the
word "REPORT" is therefore eliminated in order for the value
to be used in the spreadsheet program. Similar to the first
column this column shows the report date as a monthly
update.

COLUMN 2: PREVIOUS REPORT DATE (INPUT)
This column simply states the last report date and is
inputed as the number of the last report date.

COLUMN 3: UPDATE INTERVAL
The update interval is the difference between the first
column and the second column. This shows the amount of time
that the updating of this spreadsheet has lapsed.

COLUMN 4: PROJECTED COMPLETION DATE (INPUT)
This value is imputed into the spreadsheet as the estimated
time to compete the project. Note that this value is part
of the periodic updating of the spreadsheet. This value
represents the total duration of the project, not the
remaining completion time.

COLUMN 5: REMAINING TIME TO COMPLETE
This column is automatically calculated by subtracting
COLUMN 1: REPORT DATE by COLUMN 5: PROJECTED COMPLETION
DATE.

COLUMN 6: ESTIMATED COST AT COMPLETION (INPUT) (ECAC)
This input value is the most up-to-date completion cost
estimate of the project. Usually a project manager uses a
combination of the methods described in the previous chapter
to determine this value.



COLUMN 7: ESTIMATED COST OVERRUN
Column 7 represents the estimated cost overrun for the given
interval. This calculation is simply the difference between
COLUMN 6: ESTIMATED COST AT COMPLETION and the ORIGINAL COST
as imputed during the initiation phase of the setup.

COLUMN 8: CALCULATIONS
This calculation consists of multiplying the pre-uct of
COLUMN 3: UPDATE INTERVAL and COLUMN 7: ESTIMATED COST
OVERRUN by a factor of 2.

The reasons why the factor of 2 is applied is not apparent,
in the sensitivity analysis section of this chapter this
factor is discussed.

COLUMN 9: CALCULATIONS
This column is the summation of the previous column to the
point of the update. For example, if the report date is
number 5, then the value of this column would be the
summation of the first five entries of COLUMN 8.

COLUMN 10: COST SLOPE
The cost slope is derived by dividing COLUMN 9 by the square
of COLUMN 1: REPORT DATE. As can be seen from the graphical
representation of this spreadsheet, the cost slope is the
slope of this line between the two update intervals.
Without the square root of the denominator this equation is
basically the average of the interval cost overruns.

In the sensitivity analysis of this spreadsheet formulas the
discussion of why the denominator is squared is discussed.

COLUMN 11: PREDICTED ADDITIONAL OVERRUN
0 This value is calculated by multiplying COLUMN 5: REMAINING

TIME TO COMPLETE by COLUMN 10: COST SLOPE.

COLUMN 12: PREDICTED COST AT COMPLETION (PCAC)
The final column represents the results of this spreadsheet
and is calculated by the addition of COLUMN 6: ESTIMATED
COST AT COMPLETION and COLUMN 11: PREDICTED ADDITIONAL
OVERRUN.
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J. GORDON DAVIS
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Keeping Project
Costs In Line

Fig

For most projects, profitability depends The Actual-To-Date figure should include all
upon effective cost control. Unfortunately, charges for work accomplished to date, not just

payments actually made. The Committed-To-Date
many cost-control systems are inadequate figure includes all contractural obligations for fu- Th
and even misleading. The reporting ture delivery of work or products. The Estimate-To- thi
plan and analysis discussed here should Complete figure is the current estimate for the net
go a long way toward eliminating work neither completed nor under contract sht

The Expected-Total-Cost figure is the sum of the of
these difficulties. Actual, Committed, and Esimate-To-Complete fig- inE

ures. Its deviation from the Current Estimate is a sW
measure of performance.Its deviation from Funded far
Estimate is a measure of profitability, although pr(
many managers try to use this deviation fi'ure W COT

MANY ENGINURING MANAGERS try to keep on top measure performance. Its deviation from Origid thi
of project costs by merely reviewing cost reports Estmate is essentially meaningless. Yet, it is tic
as they become available. This procedure is forever comparison which some managers use exclusivrlv. da:
lagging behind what is actually occurring. What is Many cost report/rig systems omit the Estim- the
needed is a method for forecasting costs and To-Complete figure and, thus, give little indiclion
completion dates so that efforts to keep costs in of an impending cost overrun for a line item S h
line can be launched before things get out of hand. systems may nevertheless be of some use if a lare CO.

number of line items are involved because only asd
Its The Tuemi 1bu gg. small percentage of the line items are ever in prOg bat

ress at one time. s

The typical cost report contains a breakdown of Looking at one or even a series of cost repor thi
project estimates into categories, a shown in Fig. will not give a good picture of what costs can be pr(
I. The cost figures presented for each line item expected for a project, even if the report totals 0 Wh
start with an Original Estimate. the estimate at the the expected total project cost. It is the trend ilI

time the project was funded. The Current Estimate this total cost fgu which gives a basis for foe-1 C

frequently includes only the Original Estimate plus csting the project cost at completion. tai
any ¢-'e ord- :. -- . to label '. .- -pect.' ,-C " gra"" : ,

C,., r:: '. . "'stiir .. i ,..,g i.. a :el eStirnlg., d=. ,,A, WI pro ., shotv ,. i .
funded or not, of what the item should cosL Actual first few project cost reports came through t:
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I .a&JThe typical cost report is a record of various esti- provided by such a report is the deviation of Expected Total
mates and running costs for each line item of a project. Cost from the Current Estimate.

The most important indication of a project's performance

110 ) (a) 5- Actual finish dote-

- Actual total cost t completon-.. 4-1 - Predicted comp;etion dote as of 6-1-74

3-1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

Z 100 -.. Predicted total cast as of 6-2-74 2-1 -ofled Irend-. -

90 ~12-1-74 --

11 t-I Scheue copein -e
-Expected total cost m -1

/E a - 9- Actual completion date- -- Iso-dote line

a.Predicted completion dote as at 6-1-741 8-1
o (from completion dote trend chary)- 7.- (b)

I 70 : : . 6-1-74

1-13-74i 3-10 5-5 ' 6-30 8-25 10-20 12-15 2-9 4-7 11-1-731-1-74 3-I 5-1 7-1 9-1 11-1 1-1-75, 3-1 , 5-1
2-10 4-'7 6-2 7-28 9-22 11'17 1-12-75 3-7 12-I 2-1 4-1 6-I 8-I 10-I 12-1-74 2-1 4-1

Cost Report Dote Reoort Dote

|igv'7,-ThW importance of a forecasting procedure is illus- figures. By applying the same projection procedure to the
trsted by the Expecied-Toal-Cost graph of an actual desiga/ scheduled completion date of the project (b), he would have
build project (a). - Instead of merely plotting cost figures had an early warning of the cost problems that were build-
as they were reported, the matnger of this project could in. Instead, his reports were always behind what was
have developed the cost trend (dotted line) inherent in those actually happening.

1 oject was strictly an engineering project at overrun reaches at least double-digit proportions.
this time, and the word soon came back from engi- An attitude of "we'll just have to live with it" is
neering that costs were under control. But the graph frequently a cover for uncertainty as to whether
shows that engineering hadn't really gotten control there is something wrong with engineering per-
of costs. If management had possessed a forecast- formance or whether the estimate is bad, or both.
Ing procedure, it might have predicted a trend line This attitude may also indicate uncertainty as to
such as the dashed line shown on the graph. How what actions can be taken if the problem stems
far should the trend line be projected? To the from poor engineering productivity. Engineering
project completion date, of course. But the project cost control also suffers from the fact that engi-
completion date is having troubles too, Fig. 2b. If neering costs are typically only a small percptage
this t-end continues, the project completion of total project cost.
wouldn't occur until the trend line crossed the isO- The magnitude of engineering cost qverruns is
date line. It is this project completion date to which all too often underestimated because the ripple ef-

.the cost trend line should be projected (see Fig. feets are not included.'If an engineer takes 50 hours
2a). more for a task than estimated, the increase in cost

•d malysis is crucial to controlling project I will be insignificant on a million-dollar project
inbts, ft tends to remove the bias of tight or loos However, an increased number of man-hours is

w.dW.c t ,estimates. and good or frequently the result of a change In a preliminary
,,rfin [j The typicafi-Yul'of trend analjy- design feature. Such a change can lead to changes

is to et management disturbed much earlier in the cost of materials and equipment, the cost
It otherwise would be. This early warning of design modifications on related portions of the

l m nagement to invoke control measures system, the cost of producing or constructing the
a Mea number of options are open. system, and/or indirect costs which vary with

procedurs for creating proper project length.
and total-cost trend charts are de- While these changes could be cost reductions,

in the box entited "Predicting Principal they usually are cost increases. The engineer Is
1ro1ect.Pmu1seten." much more likely to beef up the preliminary de-

sign than to trim It down.

S11111111111 I.O . C111111101

Inlneerift-cost overruns m so commonplace of kbipackq These packages
there is usually no uproar until the percentage can be used from the proposal stage through project

S1. 1375J 129

I I I I i



Predicting Principal Project Parameters

Completion Dates 2/ _, /
* The Completion Date Trend Chart is 2/4 14 - Completion Date Trend Chart

set up with one calendar date
scale on the bottom axis and IA213 - rdce comgteirn datres
another on the left-hand axis of a 1/2212 _
daily or weekly grid. The bottom"
calendar should start with the 1/ii t
date of the project. This scale 1
should be labeled Update Date, 0 l
Report Date, or Effective Date of 21319 - 9

Schedule Information. The vertical -

calendar should start six to eight I4 8 
_

weeks ahead of the completion date - 7 -l
initially scheduled for project
completion or any other milestone I2/, 0 6 ..- riest scheduled

which is to be tracked. This scale -, 5
* should be labeled Completion 25

Date. An iso-date line is then I /, 4 aC

drawn. This is the straight line 1% 3
passing through all points for which
both calendar scales give the same 11/12 2
date. This 45-deg line is the /5
target line in the sense that trend I

* lines will be projected to their 1%9 0
intersection with the iso-date line. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

The points to be plotted on this 1oq % %2 tg 1/6 l ? 121 7 212 4 1%, 117 '/15 22 '/29 '/4 241

chart are the Earliest Scheduled Report Dale

Completion Dates for the milestone result in a negative slope to the curnrtly scheduled earliest 2.
activfties being tracked. Each trend line. Regardless of the level completion date. Similarly, a Trend
entry is made by finding, on the of performance, the trend line project on which time estimates 3.
bottom axis. the date on which the can be projected beyond the last were too high will develop a trend new
latest schedule update was plotted point to an intersection with line with a negative slope, and its Colu
accomplished, then moving vertically the iso-date line. The point of predicted complett'1 date will be
to a point which shows the intersection has a value on the earlier than that resulting from 4.
completion date resulting from the Completion Date axis which may the most recent update. remai
latest update, be interprited as the Predicted The visual projection of he trend order.

If the initial schedule never had Completion Date. line formed by the Earlies.- com
to be revised-that is, actual Assume first that the performance Scheduled.Qmpletion-Oate points
progress exactly matched the initial level, whether high or low relative is subject to a great deal of 5.
schedule--the completion date to scheduled performance, is a variation, To standardize this be p
trend line would develop as a constant. This means that the projection, the folloing procedum Tren
horizontal line. This line would trend line is straight and that a should be used: into

intersect the iso-date line on the projection can be. made by simply 1. Assign week numbers starling
day that the milestone activity was extending the trend lines Thus, with zero to each end-of-week Tota
completed. If progress toward a project on which 'time estimates point on each axis. Let X equal
that milestone was slower than were too low will show a trend the week number on the Report
scheduled, the line would have a line with a positive slope, and the Date axis and Y equal the week is s
positive slope. Conversely, batte~- projetion will result in a predicted number on the Completion ate sal
then-scheduled performance would completion date greater then thi axis. cost

COMPLETION DATE TREND CHART WORKSHEET COST

Yo .g-6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I '2

i1PVPT PAIEVIOUS UPrOATE EARIEST SL.PG . MN' ,"
W:lE ENPOAT IE1fVAII, SCHED TO 213'Sl i6 " 7 - I 1 -6 4-9 1 -8 COIPI" "

DATE COMPLETO4 DATE

_- 4 _ r
0 _,_,____ ______ 60 . ...___

-c I a -

7



original estimate and the project
execution were both perfect. this
line would be horizontal. However,
many factors tend to cause, the
Estimated Cost at Completion to
rise from one cost report to the

120 next. Projection of this trend to

10 Project CotTen hr date will give a Predicted Cost at
Projct ompiionCompletion. The anticipated project

1 a dof 12ed/24 completion date should be the
_ 100 Peda~e~ O~t t Cmpleiof as f 1/24Predicted Completion Date from

90 the Completion Date Trend Chart.
rather than the Earliest Scheduled
Completion-date-which could occur

E only if all factors causing project
TOmtdCotO o~peo slippage were suddenly eliminated.

60 The visual projection of the cost
o trend line is subject to a great

5.0 deal of variation. This projection
can be made mathematically by
use of the accompanying Cost
Trend Chart Worksheet. The

i -L following procedure should be used:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1. On the Cost Trend Chart,

0/29 1/5 11,,. V19 11% '2/3 l21sO 12/17 '2/24 '2/31 '/7 '/~15 '/22 /29 assign week numbers starting with

Cost Fle9ort We~ zero to each end-of-week point on
the Report Date axis. Let X equal
the week number on this axis,
Let C equal the cost figure on the

*Set up the Completion Date rectangular grid. The calendar Total Project Cost axis.
id Chart Worksheet as shown. scale should start with the starting 2. After each update on the Job
*After each update, start a date of the project. This scale Cost Status Report, staut a new

-.sheet row by filling in should be labeled Cost Report Date. worksheet row by filling in Columns
I... and 4. The cost scale should start 1. 4, and 6. Column 12 of the

approximately 10% below the Completion Date Trend Chart
Calculate the entries for each initial estimated project cost. This Worksheet is the source of Column

iaining column in numerical scale should be labeled Total 4 of the Cost Trend Chart
er. Column 12 is the projected Project Cost. Worksheet. If a cost figure
ripletion time expressed in work The ponts to be plotted on this is generated for a date on which
*lcs from the start of that job. chart are the sum of Actual no schedule update has been made,
3. The number in Column 12 may Costs to Date plus Committed the most recent Predicted
plotted on the Completion Date Costs To Date plus Estimated Completion Date should be the
nd Chart to assist in its Additional Costs to Complete. Refer Column 4 entry on the Cost "rend
!rprotatlon. to these points as Estimated Costs Chart WorksheetN

at Completion. These data are 3. Calculate the entries for each
tal Casth taken directly from the Job Cost remaining column in nu~merical

Status Report (See Fig. 1). order. Column 12 is the rvdicted
rhoe Project Cost Trend Chart The resulting adjacent points may project cost at completion. This
set up with a calendar dote be joined by straight lines to figure may be plotted on the Cost
Is on the bottom axis and a make it easier to visualize the TedCatt siti t
At scale on the left axis of a trend of these points. If the Trndprt to assi t

TREND CHART WORKSHEET

;50 1 2 3 4 5 a a 9 '0 11 12

REPORT PEv0ou UPDATE Pqo*MTE FVA"NG ESTIMATED ESTIMATED COST PREDICTED PREDICTED

DATE REPORT WPE!AL COW4TIOd TIE TO COST AT COST V13 .71 is8 SLOPE ADDITIONAL COST AT

DATE DATE COMPLETE COMPWLETION OVER"I OVmERRU COMPLEION
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-. ~ How Well Do You Manage?
You can diagnose how well you manage your
projects by the pattern of frustration you iLooe moged pro9Kt .\ ,nnocent
experience over the life of a given project. The
two basic patterns of frustration can be illustrated Tightly managed project exactly as it w
for the extremes of loosely-managed and tightly- seo tor t y- profit margin.
managed projects. The first curve in the graph 2 petiti1enesof
shows the pattern of a loosely-managed project. fn to theIs.a 6. -1K fined to the siz
During the early stages--usually the period in ad
which most of the engineering takes place--the F of work perfo
manager lives in a condition of uninformed i

optimism. A false sense of well-being exists Saloose because f
because there is no data indicating anything amiss. nomnred metr anoe ise afa
This period draws to a close with the appearance Tin"nce is not availProject Time De~dhne

of a vague concern. Here the project manager Stan Dote ing of the stan
starts issuing serially numbered memos in a independent of
process known as "cover your rear". cannot. The es

As engineering winds down and production to wallow to a conclusion-late, overspent, and what the organi
or construction gets underway, the frustration disruptive to the organization. expect for the n
climbs at an increasing rate. The cost and schedule On the other hand. if a project is tightly eopec theog
data are beginning to filter through and the result managed, the manager will be keeping track of formance throug

is the start of an effort to "search for the guilty". schedule and cost trends. If the initial data is improvement.

This marks the start of the terminal phase, bad, the manager's early informed pessimism will should not be a

called "panic". As deadlines are missed and lead him to take action while many options are tern unless actu

* cost overruns become real, the manager usually still open. If these actions are successful, his
indulges in the final rite of "punishing the frustration will peak as the flow of new problems sdedallnm F-
innocent". At this point traumatic changes in drops below the solution rate on the problems
organization take place, and the project is made already discovered. Assuming that

gineering cost c
performance whi
ards. Whether w

life or the life of
completion to give a uniform basis for providing merely to allow an estimate to be made. Second, package, it is im
the Current Estimate. the knowledge that a certain number of man-hours of the work early

By starting with an estimate which goes to a have been budgeted for his activity helps the engi- the work for the
reasonable level of detail, a basis is established neer determine the quality level that can be af- tasks, this mea
for picking up cost changes. Each engineer involved forded on this activity, work in intervals
in the design can be assigned tasks which relate The engineer's release of a work package will engineering task
to a specific set of one or more work packages. be followed by its tentative updating in the cost man-hours by o
These packages will carry cost estimates for di- control system. A threshold can be established such to consist of ph
rect engineering costs, materials, and equipment that increases of more than, say, 5% over the end points. For
purchase prices as well as direct construction costs. previous Current Estimate are singled oit for man- broken down as f
Each package will be estimated in terms of unit agement review. Alternatively, the review threshold * Planning--O.
quantities and unit prices. Thus, an engineering could be an absolute amount of cost increase in e Review pro
task carries with it the requirement for quantify- all related work packages. Manageinent then has • Preliminary
ing all design decisions in terms of the cost deter- the option of rejecting costly design changes be- * Calculatio
minations which result. fore they are irretrievably assimilated into the to- 0 Review of su

These cost determinations must not only include tal system design. 0 Final sketch

engineering, procurement, and fabrication, but must The comeplition of work packages within the * Specification
also cover those same factors on work packages estimated man-hours is dependent upon the ade- With this kind
which are affected by the package in question. The quacy of the estimate. Estimating standards which better track his
engineer releases a work package only after sum- are too tight create an atmosphere in which the completion goal.
marizing the total cost change which has resulted futility of staying within the estimate leads to an exert control by
from his work on that package. attitude of ignoring the estimate, because it is ob- each day, giving a

The advantage of this approach is that the de- viously invalid. If the tightness of standards is the Pated during th
s~8ner has had a goal to shoot for, which is Im- result of a managerial decision to set high goals- achieved during
portant In at least-two way ib he is forced to an improper and ineffective use of the cost con- Visor never rejec
examine the preliminary or proposal stage design trol system results. tual performance,
in an effort to stay within its cost boundaries; thus, Standards should represent expected values, su&K *fent will norma

,,his feedback to the estimating system is much that the sum of all the estimates for each wor" tivity.
, moe precise than would otherwise be the case. package will lead to the expected project cost. if One factor that
Too frequently, the engineer strikes out afresh to management decides to compete with other orga n:  aling the 20 man
design his portion of the project, taking the atti- zations for a project, and wishes to bid a '' "',n-bours avilah
tude * the oriS- ind r! q.... . d'- 't" n-i. 'or'" -, -'to "

'" " '"' -.
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-,actly as it would for a project bid at a normal from associates, handling correspondence, and other
.-ofit margin. The managerial decision on corn- similar tasks frequently consume much of the en-
v titiveness of the bid should have its effect con- gineer's day. In practice, it is advisable to assume
;1ned to the size of the mark-up for profit, unless that some negotiated figure, say 60%, is the proper
iconscious decision is made to lower the quality factor to represent available time. Thus, one would

work performed below existing standards. expect the engineer to average 4.8 hr per day on
Estimating standards may be too tight or too scheduled production. This figure can be revised
ose because feedback reflecting actual perform- after the short-range scheduling system has been

,ce is not available in a form that leads to updat- in effecc long enough to be debugged.
n of the standards. Unit costs can be updated Work sampling by the engineers themselves can
ndependent of performance, but unit quantities lead to a refinement in the estimate of nonsched-

:annot. The estimating standards should reflect uled work load. For instance, each man can tally
xhat the organization's performance leads one to his activities into scheduled or ronscheduled cate-
-,pect for the next project. Improvements in per- gories every half* hour for a week. The category
iarmance through procedure analysis, management percentages will be good estimates of the total
mprovement, motivation, or any other factor week's time distribution. Again, the effect is to
.ould not be anticipated by the estimating sys- make people more aware of the degree to which
:em unless actual performance data is available, nonscheduled activities a r e allowed to interrupt

scheduled work. The engineer may decide to group
Sdummlmg For The Shto.' Haul his nonscheduled activities to some extent, reduc-

ing the effects of interruptions and shifts in type
Assuming that good standards are in effect, en- of activity.

J mneering cost control then focuses on obtaining a
xrformance which meets or betters these stand- Assiva A P 0 i@ Mmmge
vds. Whether we are talking about overall project
4e or the life of an engineering task on one work A project is frequently allowed to wander
pa ckage, it is important to identify the components through t h e various functional groups involved

hours of the work early and determine the implications of without a real advocate who is in close touch with
* engi- 2iwork for the immediate future. In engineering current status and has the authority to make ex-
be a tsks, this means the short-range scheduling of pediting decisions. The project manager should be

,rrk in intervals of as little as one-half hour. An assigned during the proposal stage, even though
will anlefing task having an estimate of, say, 20 the majority of such assignments will not lead

e cod mn-hours by one man should be planned so as to funded projects. This timing avoids the prob-
I such M consist of phases or activities with identifiable lem of having an accepted proposal handed to a
a- the md points. For instance, such a task might be project manager who immediately begins to find
* ma- *ken down as follows: flaws in the concept, the estimate, and"the sched-
esbold 0 Planning-0.5 hr ule.

•in Review proposal-l.0 hr The project manager must be given the oppor-
has 9 Preliminary sketches-6.0 hr tunity to set up the control system which allows
ebe- Calculations-2.0 hr him to accurately determine project status.' He

:he to' Review of supply catalogs-1.5 hr must be supported by an estimating system which
* Final sketche--7.0 hr is aligned to tte realities of the organization and

i the Specifications-2.0 hr keeps the estimate revised to reflect current knowl-
Sai WiMh this kind of breakdown, the engineer can edge. He must also have the support of top man-
whih lbt track his own progress toward the 20-hour agement so that he is a true project marige not

cl btl* ftfki goal. The engineering supervisor can -merely a coordinator wth no authority.
to 2 t control by having the engineer report once Engineering cost control is not likely to succeed
1s0 aft dy, giving a statement of the progress antici- unless the system is thoroughly planned and de-

r during the next day and the progress bugged before implementation. Computerized es-
osduring the past day. Even If the super- timating systems are necessary if responsiveness
cc* * Dever rejects the goals set or criticizes ac- to design changes is to be adequate and feedback

SPerformance, making a short-range commit- for adjustment of standards is to be thorough. The
o will normally improve engineering produc- systems should be designed so as to require as
6• little input effort as possible from the individuals

0 factor that must be accounted for in sched- carrying out the activities. The rewards for pay-ODl' the 20 man-hours of work is the number of ing the initial price are large, with payout on initial

I f available per day for unscheduled work. cost4 frequently being as short as six months into
the telephone, responding to questions the first project. 0
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APPENDIX C

MISCELLANEOUS PLOTS AND SPREADSHEETS
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APPENDIX D

EXCEL SPREADSHEET AND CHART MACRO



COSTMAC.X1.M

I A
1 ;testurecoTd1 _

2 !=DIALOG.BOX(BOX)_________

3 !'=iF(A2=FALSEGOT0 4#R1EF) -___

A II
5 i = O P E N C ( G O S T T R E .X L I " .1 )_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

s 1 != _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

iii i A L;i V A-EI C 0ST T R xiS- I___

13
14 i=DIALOG.BOX(MEN ________________ ____

*15 1,IF(I12= ,GOT0,(NrnATE)
16 =~IF(] 12=2,G0TO (UPDATE)) ___ ______

I 1 AF(112=3,GOTO(preporQ) .- _

18~~~ - 171-I GT~,ART))

1_ i=IF(I2=5GO TO(.p_______ __ __

221 WIJTf'INPIJT THE PROJECT NAME",2,"PROJEC ILE ______

23 i=SELECT-f'Ti1C3:R21 CTI)
124 jCEAR(3______________________
25 !=SELECT'R3OCl:R39C8" ___________

i27-INPUTCfINPUT THE ESIMATE COST OF THE CONTRACT,"TOTAL ESTIMATE COST"
28 j='NP''",NJrQ ,FrLEkiiT-H OFDPOETI MNH" .LNTHF REC'
29 I=SELECTOC2) ________________________

33 =FORMULA(A27)
34 !=SEFLECT6El2)________

b35 i=FORJLA(A. ___....)

37 !=INPUT(CENTER THE REPORT DATE". ."REPORT DATEI l-
*30 H=NPIJTM'NPtT THE ESTIMATED CO-ST ATCMLTO" ,E)IAE '{3 AT CC36MPLETIQC

39 1 INPliTC'INPIJT THE PROJECTED CO MPLETION TIME PRAME'.1.'"PROJECTF-lCMPLETIC1Oi
40 REPoRT DATE ___

'7 --- '- _______)

* 41 GOTO(A42)
-44 'PREVIOUS--_ _ __

i 45 i SELECTMhMlC!11'1

146 1=1_F GET.CELI()<>3 SELECTr-R[IIjC- ) T (?UNI
F47-=riTO(A4fi)__

48 FOUND
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CO STMA C. XLM

A

50 i=GET ELL(5 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- . ____. _______

51 liNSERT ALL VALUES _ _ - -.--. ~-.--.. .*

* ~ ~~5 T1=SELECOT(!2) ______ __ __ ___

54 1=GET.CELL(5)______ _______

155 Ld=GOTOlA53) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---_

* ~~58 i=SELEC T(PJ__________________________
59 7=ALIGNMENT(3)____ __ ___ ____

60'=FORMULA(~0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .- --- *---.

61 !=SELECTR+ 1j'____
62 1 =IFjA37=1,FORM(JLA(l),FORMILA(A54-A50))-_ ___ __

63 =SELEC(RC+1l")_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

:6 4 iFORM~ILA (A39P ________________

65 ;=.SELECT(11RC[+1J')____ __

66 !=FORMI-JLAC'=RCI[- 1-RCF[4]I-- -_ ____

67. ___ ___ ___ _I

* ~69 =FORMUJLAA38) __

72 i=GET.CELLJ5J!B4j____ __ ___ ___ __ __

:7~T=FoR :uLA,-8-A72) - -____ ___ _-. __

74 I=SFI ECTr.Ptf+lI1___
* ~75 =FR IfLA '=C~RI:3iR8C+J2 .-. .. .

77 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I :

81 j=.ELECTjCRCHI"~-- ___

82 !=FQPMI )Ii ___

83 _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

85 !=SELEC'T("RC +111 _________--.-.-____ -_

~~~FORMULA~~~~R~j8I~ ...1RC~ ......__----.. --.--

91j =AClTIVATFl"COST-FREF )_ _--.-.-- - - .- -

91 'CAL ULATE.N0Wo -- . .

*2~k ~4TVTtffCOS-tTRLSj_ --- ----**-- -
1 93 !=GOTO(MAINMENU)________ _____ _ __ _

!9 preport _ _ _ _. .~ -

i96 -=SELEiCTQiAi:G39)
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'X)STMAO.XLM

A
9' 7 SET.RINT. ARE A p______
98 1'-PRINT~j...1, .FALSE, FALSE, 1)-

1 0,print chart _ _ _ ~ .

'106:
10t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-.-

1091_ _ _

1101 ATC-i.TEXT(l)_____
iI11 -F(rlP. AiUL.A2 _____

1i2'- PP NTO ... 1,FALSE,FALSEIj .-------

13 tTI D,3 I" .~C RXT

1141 iI ~'.UI J...)_________

1171
.1i~_ _

118:I PET!_ __ __ ___ __ __ __

11T _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

120! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Pg 3_ _______________
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